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Abwehran Officer Duty Uniform

The standard uniform for both Commissioned and Warrant Officers while on board military facilities and
vessels.
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Articles of Clothing

Beret

There are actually three colors of berets Officers can wear, but all of them have a patch of the Abwehran
Imperial Seal on the front. White berets are standard for all Officers, both commissioned and with
warrants. Black Berets denote Command of a Starship, Aerial Warship, or Naval Ships and are strictly for
the branches which have them (Weltraumflotte, Schirmherrschaft Kriegsflotte and Luftwaffen). Then
there are Gold Berets to denote Flag Officers for the Weltraumflotte and Corp/Fleet Commanders for the
Schirmherrschaft and Assault Legion.

Boots

A pair of black, suede leather boots comes standard with all Officer Duty Uniforms.

Blouse

A simple, white, button-up blouse with a band collar. It also has a pocket on the right breast if worn
without the Duty Jacket.

Duty Jacket

A double-breasted, light gray jacket that uses simple stud snaps to seal the jacket flap and a zipper to
seal the jacket base. The flap is normally colored based upon Department. The Unit/Ship Patch is sewn
onto the Jacket's Left Shoulder with the Abwehran Imperial Seal sewn on the left Breast. A name tag is
sewn onto the right breast. The Branch patch is sewn onto the left arm (or upper left arm for males) with
the Unit Patch located on the Right Arm (right upper arm). Rank badges are sewn into the shoulder pads
of the jacket.

Slacks

A simple pair of light-grey slacks comes standard with every Officer Duty Uniform with standard pockets
on the hips and rear.
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